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Horace M. Joseph, Kensington, Md, Paul J. Selgin, Wash 
ington, D. (3., and Anton Solar, Chevy Chase, and Car 
roll Stanshury, Bethesda, Md, assignors to the United 
States of America as represented by §ecretary of 
Commerce 

Applica?on January 21, B52, Serial No. 267,492 

13 Claims. (ill. 209-—111) 

(Granted under Title 35, U. S. Code (1952), sec. 266) 

The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government of the United ‘States 
for governmental purposes without the payment to us 
of any royalty thereon in accordance with the provisions 
of the act of March 3, 1883, as amended (45 Stat. 467; 
35 U. S. C. 45). 

This invention relates to the development of a ma 
chinerfor the electronic counting of old currency, or any 
other slips of sheet material having similar characteristics. 

Replacement of Worn-out bank notes by new ones in 
volves the redemption of some 8 tons of currency, about 5 
million dollars’ worth, daily. Although new paper money 
has been machine counted for many years, it is not pos 
sible to use these same machines for counting old currency 
because of the way in which these machines operate. 
In general most of the prior art machines operate on the 
same basic principle, to wit, each note to be counted is 
picked up separately and fed through a slot which is just 
large enough to pass a single bill at a time. This system 
requires that the currency have an almost perfectly 
straight edge so that it can be fed into the slot, and also 
the note has to be fairly stiff. If the bill droops during 
the feeding operation the end of the bill cannot be lined 
up with the slot. As a result of these limitations it is 
readily apparent that the prior art machines are not 
capable of handling old bills which are usually crumpled 
and limp and often have torn edges. Therefore, up until 
the present time it has been necessary to count old cur 
rency by hand. 

in preparing money for return to the Treasury Depart 
ment the Federal Reserve Banks make up packets of 100 
notes called “straps” cut longiutdinally into half-notes. 
As pointed out above, these bills are limp, wrinkled, and 
dif?cult to handle. These and similar problems have 
meant that the condition of the returned money is variable, 
and tedious counting by hand has been necessary. 

It is therefore the primary object of this invention to 
provide a machine which is capable of counting old cur 
rency or other pieces of paper of similar physical char 
acteristics. 
Another object is to provide a machine that will rapidly 

and accurately count crumpled and limp bills. 
Another object is to provide a comparatively cheap ma 

chine for counting old currency, which is equally capable 
of counting new currency or any other slips of sheet 
material having similar characteristics. 

In accordance with the present invention there is pro 
vided a machine which will meet the requirements as set 
out above. Straps of old currency are fed one at a time 
into a pair of jaws. The jaws clamp the strap and then 
the jaws are rotated. A strip of metal is so located with 
respect to the jaws that as they turn, the metal strip 
causes the strap to be wound around the jaws. One end 
of the strap is held rigidly in the jaws while the other end 
is free. This condition plus the Wrapping of the strap 
of bills around the spindle causes the free ends to be oifset 
stepwise. The metal strip that causes the bills to wrap 
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around the jaws is terminated in a knife-edge. The rota 
tion of the free ends past the knife edge causes these bills 
to be rif?ed. As each bill leaves the knife edge it is 
caught in a stream of air and is blown quickly through 
a phototube light beam system. The resulting current 
pulses are applied to an electronic counter which acutates 
control circuits. If the correct number of bills is present 
the strap is sent down one chute but if an incorrect number 
is present the strap is sent down another (“Reject”) 
chute. 

Other uses and advantages of the invention will be 
come apparent upon reference to the speci?cation and 
drawings. 

Figure l is a perspective view of the upper portion of 
the machine. 

Figure 2 is a plan view of the feeding and counting 
mechanism located on the top of box 6. 

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 3—3 
of Figure 2. 

Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 4—4 
of Figure 3. 

Figure 5 is an elevation partly in section of the feeding 
mechanism taken along section line 5-—5 of Figure 2. 

Figure 6 is a partial vertical cross section of the jaw 
and turntable mechanism taken along line s_e of 
Figure 2. 

Figure 7 is a rear view of the inside of the machine. 
Figure 8 is a perspective View of the indicator mecha 

msm. 

Figure 9 is a detailed view of the knife edge assembly. 
Figure 10 shows an alternative method of counting the 

bills. 
Figure 11 is a circuit diagram of the direct-current pow 

er supply, the phototube circuit, the trigger circuit, and 
the binary counter. 

Figure 12 is a circuit diagram of the electrical control 
system. 

Referring to the drawings and particularly to Figs. 1—8 
there is shown a machine representing one embodiment of 
the present invention having a vertically arranged housing 
1 with two removable front panels 15 and id? and re 
movable back panels (not shown) said machine being 
supported on four rollers 20, two of which appear in 
Fig. 7. A partial rear View of the removable front panel 
15 is shown in Fig. 8. In the front panel 15 are openings 
2—2 for a “reject” chute 3 and a “correct” chute e‘. 
Supported on the top of the machine is a box 6 upon 
which are mounted feeding and counting mechanisms. 
The box 6 has trapezoidal sides with the front leg of the 
trapezoid shorter than the back leg so that the top of the 
box is inclined from the back toward the front to provide 
for gravitational feed of straps to a feeder mechanism 8. 
This type of feeding is aided by placing a cylindrical 
Weight 5 behind the straps. Also located in the top of the 
machine is a bin or hopper 7 through which the straps of 
bills are dropped after counting. At the right rear of 
the top surface of the box 6 is located the feeding 
mechanism 8. This is clearly shown in Fig. 2 which is 
a view of the top of the box 6. The entire mechanism is 
raised above the top surface of box 6 on legs 9 as shown 
in Fig. 5. A loading trough 10 is supported on the legs 
9 and a plate 11 is fastened to the front of the trough. 
The next strap to be fed rests against the back of the 
plate 11. Bolted to the plate 11 is a strap switch TS 
having an arm 12 which extends through plate 11 and is 
actuated by the straps. Also mounted on plate 11 (see 
Figs. 2 and 5) is a support 16 for gear box 17. Mounted 
in the gear box is a sector gear 18 and a rack gear 19. 
Mounted on the outer end of the rack gear is a strap 
pusher 21. It will be noted that the gear box and there 
fore the rack gear are located directly over the strap to 
be fed to the machine. The sector gear is fastened to a 
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shaft 22'which is coupled to a rotary feeder solenoid PM 
through a ?exible coupling 24. The ?exible coupling 
takes upthe linear motion of the armature of the solenoid 
PM but’ transmits the rotary motion to the- sectorr-gearild. 
The solenoid FM is/of'a type that has'both'ia linear and 

a rotary- motion. The armature of i the solenoid is 
threaded to the casing and’ therefore when-the armature 
is pulled toward the ?eld poles it 'rotates‘as it’ advances. 
The solenoids FM areof the type manufactured by G. H. 
Leland, Incorporated, and are-identi?ed as basic design 
No. BD7ES. The solenoid is supported by a metal bar 
26 which is held by vertical braces 27 which are in turn 
fastened to the trough 10. A plate 28 on which is 
Imounted a feeder switch FS is- also supported by the 
ar 26. 
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Just to the left of the feeding mechanism is a jaw and V 
rotating assembly 29 which-is also mounted on the top 
of the box 6. T hetjaws are made in two parts, a'sta 
tionary portion 31 andY-a movable portion 32. 
tionary part 31 of‘thel jaw is'a'verticalextension'of a 
metal ~plate‘3'3 which is bolted to aidisc 34 (Fig; 6). The 
disc 34 is fastened to a hollow cylinder 36,» which in 

The sta- ~ 

turn is rotatably-mounted in the >top~of~ the box 6. The . 
rotatable mounting is obtained by means of a‘bearing '37. 
The inner race'of the bearing is held-between a shoulder 
38 of‘ the hollow cylinder andtheztop of a belt wheel 39. 
An ‘outer race ‘is held between the'topof the'box'6 and 
an L‘-shap‘ed' metal ring 41 which‘ is'wfastened to the 
underside of the'top of the box 6. The bearing is pro 
tecte'd from dust" and -'dirt~by means! of‘ felt Washers -42 
and "43. . r ' ~ 7 

' Mounted on the bottom of the disc 34 is a clamp sole 
noid'CS, a rotating shafti4tl' of which extends’ through 
the disc 34 and’ islr?xed to’ a- horizontally disposed 
U-shaped arm 46, the upper leg of which extends through 
the ‘disc'34 and the loWer-leg-of‘which is fastened to 
the other end' of the shaft-‘40 of the clamp'solenoid CS. 
The movable part of the jaw is a vertical extension of 
the U-shaped arm 46. An opening 47 is provided in the 
disc 34 to‘ permit the U-shaped arm to pass through the 
disc. -The opening is made-large enough topermit a 
movement'of the arm '46 that will be su?’icient to rotate 
the part 3270f the jaw from the'unclamped to ‘the clamped 
position; ' 

'The jaws will be open when the arm 46 is rotated 
toward the lower left of the drawing shown in Fig. 2. 
The closed position is as shown with the arm rota-tedto 
ward theiupper right of Fig. 2. . 
The power for the solenoid CS is brought in ion slip 

rings 48*and 49' which are mounted on-an insulating disc 
50. This disc‘ is in turn fastened to the bottom of the 
hollow cylinder 36. 1 ' 

Brushes'51 which are bolted'to a bar ~52~carry current 
to the sliprrings. The bar 52 which is mounted on sup 
ports 53 “also carries limit switches SL1 and SL2. The 
supports» 53- are fastened to the underside of the top of 
the’box '6; The switches SL1 and SL2 are actuated by 
means'of. cams 55 and 60 which areTaised portions 1of 
the insulating disc 50.. These cams contact reciprocable 
-arms‘70‘and 75,‘ which ‘arms are normally spring-pressed 
against the‘ bottom of the disc 50, and force the arms 
downward ‘thereby actuating-the switches; _ 
The rotation of the'entire assembly 29 is accomplished 

by means of a turntable motor TM which drivesta belt 
56. The‘belt drives the‘ belt wheel 39, which as ex 

7 plained before is fastened to the 'hol1ow'cylinder36. 
The motor TM is mounted on‘ the underside of the top 
'of the box 6. 

‘ Located just behind the assembly 29 and on the top 
of the box 6 is a friction band and snarl switch assembly 
59. One end of a friction band 61 (see Figs: 9 and‘2) 
is fastened to the edge of the feeding trough 10. The _ 
band extends in a curved plane from the feeding trough 
to a point just beyond the jaws 31' and 32‘ at which 
point the band is almost perpendicular to'the front plane 
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of the machine. ‘At, this no‘ t .a piece of. metalo'ia is 
fastened to the band at right angles to the band thereby 
forming a knife edge 67. The piece of metal 67A con— 
tinues a short‘ distance past the knife edge and is held 
tightly against the strap by a rod 62. The rod is mounted 
in a box 80, which is fastened to the top of box 6 in 
such a manner as to allow the rod to move back and forth 
in its mount for reasons to be explained further on in 
the speci?cation. . Also attached to the'friction band 61 
just to the right of the rod 62 is an air hose 63. A hole 
is drilled in the face of the band to permit a stream of air 
to pass through the band. The other end of the hose is 
connected to an air compressor CM through a valve 66 
(Fig. 7). 
Located behind the friction band is a snarl switch SS. 

The switch is mounted in a‘support 68 which is fastened 
to the top of the box 6. The switch is activated by means 
of a switch arm 69 which under certain circumstances 
is contacted by the'frictionband 61. 

Located’ directly to theright of the jaws on top of box' 
6 is arr-optical system 71.' The system consists of an 
exciter lamp assembly 72 mounted in a large tube 73 
and a-phototube assembly 74 mounted in a small tube 
76, both being supported by a bracket 77 and being ' 
enclosed-in a box 78 (Figs. 3 and 4). . 

Mounted'in-th'e large tube 73 are lenses 79-.---79.and ' 
brass spacers 81. A'bracket 82 is held to the tube 73 
by means of screws. An exciter lamp socket 33 is sup 
ported in this bracket and an exciter lamp 84 is screwed 
or plugged into the socket. Poweris supplied to the 
lamp over Wires '86. The lenses 79—79 and a mirror 87 
are so arranged that the diameter of the beam of light 
fromthe :lamp 34 is approximately equal to the diameter 
of the mirror. The mirror’ is cemented to a plate 85 
which in turn is held by a-screw‘SS. The. screw issup 
ported in a‘ nut 89. The nut is welded to the side of the 
tube 73. This allows for adjustmentof the mirror by 
simply’ turning the screw'38. The mirror 87 is located 
in the tube 73 at a point‘ above a cut-away portion 75 
of the tube. This allows the light beam to. be deflected 
downward "and onto the face of a mirror 91 which is 
cemented'to a plate 90 which in turn is fastened to an 
arm 92 by means of a screw 93 and a nut 94. The arm 
92 is mounted-to the side of thetube 76 that is located 
toward the front of ‘the machine. A phototube V-O 
plugs‘ into a tube base 96 and is connected to a tube V—l 
by a shielded lead 97 and a lead 98, as shown-in Fig. ll. 
As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the tubes 73 and 76 are 

offset with-respect to each other with respect to a plane 
taken perpendicular to the top of the box 6. This is 
for the’ following reasonzlDuring the counting operation 
the billsyto. be counted pass between the cut-away .por 
tion of the .tube'73 and‘ the arm 92. The passage of the 
bills breaks the beam of light between the mirrors 87 
and 91. ‘if the tubes 73 and. 76 .were located. in the 
same plane perpendicular to the top of the- box 6, the 
beam of light would be parallel to the thickness of the 
bill. As a result the beam would not be completely inter 
rupted, since the thickness. 'of the bill is smaller than 
the diameter-of the beam and apulse consequent thereto, 
:as will be_described, would be so .smalljandof such a 
short duration thatthe countermight not be actuated. 
To eliminate thisidi?icultythe lower tube is located to 
ward the front of the machine with respect to a plane 
which ‘is perpendicular to the top of the'box 6 and which 
passes throughfthe :longitudinal‘axis'of the tube 73. In 
.this way the beamv of light between the mirrors S7 and 
91- will bertotally interrupted by the orthogonal projec 
tion of the .Widthof the bill on a plane-which is per 
pendicular to the beam of'light. 'Withthis construction 
the ibeamiof light is completely interrupted for at least 
an instant and the abovermcntioned di?icnlty is obviated. 
The control? switches'for the currency counter are 

located on the front of the machine. At the upper, left 
are an on-Ioff ‘switchxSW-l and an_automatic-manual 
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‘switch AM. At the upper right are a ready push-button 
RB, a stop push-button SB, and a manual start button 
MS. Located just below the chutes 3 and 4 are indicator 
lights 99 forming part of a binary counter to be described. 

Located in the bin or hopper 7 in the top of the cabinet 
1 is an indicator vane till. This vane is supported on a 
shaft 1592 (Fig. 8) which is journaled in the front panel 
35 (Fig. l) and in the rear portion of a frame 193. The 
frame 193 is fastened to the rear of the front panel 15 of 
the machine 1. The shaft of a sorting solenoid SM which 
controls the position of the vane is fastened to the end 
of shaft 392. The relay is fastened to the frame 163. 
The bottom of the frame 163 is formed into the chutes 
.3 and v; as shown in Fig. l. 

Arms lad and 1th“? which are also fastened to the rear 
of the panel 15 support a chassis 137. This is also shown 
in Fig. 7. A chassis 193 is fastened to the rear of the 
panel 16? by means of arms ill and 112. The chassis 
107 carries the electronic circuits, a reset relay R, a 
counter relay CR2, an indicator relay IR, a timing relay 
TRZB and an on-off switch for the neon lights SW-2, 
all shown in the wiring diagram in Fig. 12. 
The lower chassis 1% carries a D. C. power supply, 

control relays B, LA, and L; timing relays TR}, TR2; 
a motor relay MR; a counter relay CR1, and an exciter 
lamp rheostat R32. 

in the bottom of the counter housing 1 is located an air 
compressor unit CM. An air escape valve 66 is located 
in the line to a hose as. The valve is controlled by a 
relay AR. When the relay is energized the valve 66 is 
positioned so that the compressed air is allowed to escape 
through a tube 1%. ‘When the relay is deenergized the 
valve 66 is positioned so that the compressed air is di 
rected through the hose es. Also located in the bottom 
of the housing is a constant voltage transformer CVT 
which is used to maintain the voltage input to the control 
and electronic circuits at a constant magnitude. 

M'echmzical operation 0]‘ the counter 

The mechanical operation of the machine is explained 
below. The operation of the electronic and control cir 
cuits will be explained further on in the speci?cation. 
With straps in the chute lid, the strap switch TS is 

closed and with the on-off switch SW turned on, and the 
switch AM turned to automatic, the machine is ready to 
operate. counting cycle is initiated by pushing the 
push-button PB. The rotary feeder solenoid FM is actu 
ated. This rotates the sector gear 18 which advances the 
rack gear 19 toward the left. Arm 21 which is carried 
on gear pushes one strap toward the jaws 31 and 32. 
The rotary feeder solenoid is so made that as it rotates 
it also has a linear motion toward the rear. This actu 
ates the feeder switch FS for reasons to be explained later. 
When the strap has been presented-t0 the jaws, the jaws 
are clamped by rotation of the clamp solenoid CS and 
the feeder mechanism returns to its inoperative position 
as will be explained in detail below. The turntable motor 
‘TM is energized and begins to rotate the rotating assem 
bly 2?. During the ?rst rotation of the turntable the 
strap is wrapped around the jaws into a nearly circular 
roll by being pressed against the friction band. The nor 
mal space between the jaws and the friction band is not 
large enough to accommodate the wrapped strap and 
therefore the friction band is forced toward the rear of 
the machine. This movement is possible because of the 
manner in which the rod 62 is mounted. In this posi 
tion the band contacts the snarl switch arm 69 and opens 
the snarl switch S3 for reasons to be explained later. 
Also during the ?rst revolution the air escape valve is 
closed and a stream of air is emitted from the air hose 
through the hole in the friction band. It should be re 
membered that during each revolution the limit switches 
SL1 and SL2 are activated when the cams 55 and 69 con 
tact the arms 7% and 75. The reasons for this will be 
explained further on in the speci?cation. 
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6 
As the turntable rotates further the notes are ri?led; 

that is, the end of each note is released individually by 
moving it past the knife edge. As the ends of the notes 
pass the knife edge they are caught in the air stream and 
blown into the space provided between the tubes 73 and 
a, a 
I ‘ s 

The air stream is an important part of the invention 
and serves several purposes. Often adjacent bills tend to 
stick together and if this condition were not corrected 
two or more bills might pass through the light beam at 
the same time, thereby causing an incorrect count. The 
pressure of the air stream tends to separate the bill just 
released from the unreleased bills and therefore prevents 
such ambiguity. Another situation which the air stream 
remedies is one that is attributable to the worn condi 
tion of the bills to be counted. By the time these notes 
are returned to the Treasury they have lost most of their 
elasticity. As a result, when the bills are released by 
the knife edge they do not fly out into the beam of light 
but instead tend to remain in the rolled position around 
the jaws. Consequently the bill may not intercept the 
light beam or, if it does, it intercepts such a small por 
tion of the beam that the counter is not actuated. If the 
counter were made sensitive enough to detect such small 

- interruptions of the light beam, it would also be actuated 
by bits of stray paper in the beam. These stray pieces 
of paper are always present because the knife edge tears 
off small pieces of paper as the bills are ri?led. There 
fore in order to insure that the counter will distinguish 
between a bill and stray bits of paper, it is necessary to 
provide an air stream which blows the bill out straight and 
through a large portion of the beam. Another reason for 
using the air stream is to blow away stray bits of paper 
which otherwise might get into the operating mechanism 
and cause improper operation of the mechanical parts. 
As each note passes between the tubes the beam of light 

is broken and the binary counter is actuated. The count 
is registered by the indicator bulbs 99 in a manner to be 
explained later. The count is completed by the end of 
the second revolution at which time the clamp solenoid 
CS is deenergized and the jaws are opened. During the 
third revolution the strap drops into the hopper 7 be 
cause of gravity and is directed by means of the vane 191 
into the proper chute depending upon whether the count 
was correct or incorrect. Ordinarily the vane is tilted 
to drop the strap into the “reject” chute 3. With the vane 
in this position the sorter solenoid SM is inactivated. If 
the count is correct the sorter solenoid SM is activated 
and the chute is rotated clockwise approximately 90 de 
grees. In this position the vane will direct the strap into 
the “correct” chute 4. 

if another strap is in the feeder chute it will now be 
fed to the jaws and the entire cycle will be repeated. 
The snarl switch S3 is in the feeder circuit and prevents 

a new strap from being fed to the jaws if the old strap has 
not been released. If the old strap has not been released, 
the friction band will remain in contact with the arm of 
the switch SS holding the contacts of the switch open. 
This prevents the feeder mechanism from operating. 
The D. C. power supply is shown at the bottom of 

‘Fig. 11. he llS-volt alternating current is fed to a 
transformer T—l through a constant voltage transformer 
CVT. A transformer secondary TS! supplies braking 
voltage to the turntable motor TM through a recti?er 113 
shown in Fig. 12. Alternating current is fed to a recti 
?er V~l2 through secondaries T82 and T33. Tube V-l2 
recti?es the current and the pulsating direct current is 
smoothed in a ?lter circuit r14. A divider network com 
posed of resistors RSti and R31 divides the voltage, pro— 
ducing outputs of 325 and 165 volts. 

Transformers T-Z and T-4 are also connected to the 
constant voltage transformer. The exciter lamp 84 (see 
Figs. 3 and 11) is connected across the secondary of the 
transformer T—4. A potentiometer R32 is connected in 
series with the primary of T-4 to provide for control 
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e-ducting current. 

:“infthe ‘B to'decrease. 
‘ ‘current-in the ’ B'half, the’ voltagev of the‘ two 'cathodese‘is" 

ofthe ‘intensity-pf the'light emitted from'the source'84. 
" A"tra1rs'former‘T'-2 supplies ?lament current for ‘the 
tubes in ‘the electronic *circuit. ' 

V ‘ ‘Operation ~07‘ ‘the electronic circuit 

The electronic circuit of the currency counter is shown 
by a schematic-drawing in Fig. 11. In this discussion, the 
circuit is ‘divided into the following sections: ‘Phototube 
and cathode vfo‘llowercircuit, trigger circuit, binary counter 
stages, and indicator circuit. Under normal operation, 
‘conditions, the "exciter lamp 84 illuminates the phototube, 
V~—0. ‘ “The illumination causes a current through photo 
'tube "V4? and a comparatively vlarge voltage drop across 
resistor R43, which is ‘in the gridcircuit of the left-hand 
‘portion A of tube V41. When a bill interrupts the beam ~ 
of light-‘from ‘lamp 84, the current through phototube 
'V-“O "ceases momentarily. The voltage drop in resistor 
R43 is‘th'en reduced to ‘zero. The potential of the photo 
tube fano'defand ‘the A grid of tube V-1 connected to it 
‘now-{rises ‘in a positive direction’ to the value vsupplied '4 
‘by a voltage ‘divider consisting of resistors R44 ‘and R45. 
‘By the‘a‘ction oflthe A triode of V-l which is a cathode 
v"follower,‘very- nearly Ethi‘s same rise in voltage. occurs at 
the -A cathode of tube V-l and appears across resistor 
R42. ViHowever, ‘the power level of the signal is very ‘ 
‘much 'increasedsince (nearly) the same change in voltage 
appears ‘acrosslthe much lower resistance of resistor R42 
as‘ compared to the ‘high value of resistor R43. This 
‘change ‘produces a-?ow of charging current out of a 
v‘coupling capacitor C23 through a potentiometer R37 
causing avoltage‘drop. (This current will cease to flow 
when C28 is fully charged.) A fraction of the voltage 
‘thus developed’ across ‘resistor R37,‘ as determined by th‘e 
vposition of the potentiometer ‘arm, is'ap‘plied to the trig 
’ger circuit. ' 

'When-the light ‘beam is restored, the potential of the - 
~A cathode of tube V-‘l drops, and by reason of the dis 
charge currentof the-coupling capacitor C23, the voltage 
‘at ‘the cathode -of the ‘B half of tube V-l would tend to 

However, the B half of V-Zl is connected 
as =. ‘recti?er, and short-circuits the negative current. Be 

‘ cause -'of this action the circuit is restored immediately 
‘after-the bill has passed and is ready to supply another 
positive voltage to-the trigger circuit. 7 

‘As the bills ‘pass ‘throughthe light beam, a sequence of 
positive ‘pulses appears at the grid of the A half of tube 
V-2 from the cathode ifollower circuit. The trigger cir 
cuit, ‘including tube 'V—2 and (its associated components, 
'actseas ‘an electronic-switch which is turned on by each 
pulse-and turne'cl'o?’again at the end of the pulse. 
output from this circuit, a series of steep-sided rectangu 
'lar pulses, is applied to a capacitor C25 and thence to the 
?rst stage of the ‘binary-counter. Apart of the output 
‘is also applied through a capacitor C27 to the grid of 
tube ‘IV-‘10, for ‘reasons vwhich will be explained 'later. 
The ‘trigger action ‘is accomplished by a Schmitt-type 
circuit (during the counting period when the contacts 2 , 
ofLr-‘elay CR2iare open) ‘as follows: 

Before‘apulse arrives from the cathode follower, the’ 
vA ‘half of~1tube1V-—2~i~s in cut-off condition-and not con 

The B half is conducting. When the 
large positive pulse arrives, via potentiometer ‘R37, at 
='thetgrid:o't' vthe Alhalf, the current begins to ?ow when 

--'the resistor voltage-rises above the cut-oil point. As the 
-~cur'rent-‘~'?ows through the A half, the potential at the’ 
'anode-drops as a vresult'of the current ?ow throughire 
~'sis‘tor R7378. Because resistor R38 on the anode side of 

‘ the A lhalfof‘tube, V-Ze has a higher ohmic value than 
resistor-R36 in the’ cathode circuit of this section of the 
tube the voltage drop across resistor R38 is larger than - 
the’smallI-riseacros's ‘resistor R36. This drop in voltage 
‘is-applied tolthe'rgrid of the B half of tube V-Zthrough 
‘a capacitor’ C26iand~resistor~ R41 and causes the- current 

As aTresult of'the diminished 
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reduced. ‘ The’fdrop causes an increase in the current in 
PYth‘eA half pfstheltube- and therefore :a. greater drop inrzits 
anode voltage, whichiin :turnis 'appliedio the grid of the 
B half. This ‘cumulative process. occurs with great 
rapidity until the ‘B half of the tube is in a cutsolt state. 
As ‘the current in the B half is in a cut-off state, the voltage 
drop across resistors R39 and R40 rapidly goes to zero 
and hence the voltage .of the anode of the B half rapidly 
rises to thatof the supply voltage. 
When :the input voltage at the gridcf the A half drops 

to zero (attheend ofjthe passage of thebill), a similar 
cumulative process restores the initial'conditions of V.-2. 
The result .at the anode of the B half of V—2 is a steep 
sided rectangular pulse which is delivered to capacitors 
C27 and C25. The pulses ‘fed to capacitor C25 are dif 
ferentiated .by the action of capacitor C25 and resistor 
LR27 which are locate‘din .the grid circuit of the A section 
of a tube V-3, whichis the ?rststage of the binary counter. 
iDi?erentiationof the output of tube V-2 .producesa short 
positive pulse at the beginningof the time the .halfinote 
interrupts gtheilight beam, and a ‘shortnegative .pulse when 
the light beam is ‘.restored. .It is :in. this ‘.manner. that .the 
‘short-durationpulses ‘needed to operatethe :binary stages 
aressupplied. ' 

.In :order. to have the binary stage voperateonly during 
the passage of the bills through the light, the contacts .2 
.ofirelay CR2 are closed after the count is terminated as 
.is explained below. .T his has :the effect ofconnecting one 
terminal of ‘capacitor C3 to the ground, thereby shore 
vcircuiiting'thepulsesifrom tube V-2. During the counting 
cycle, resistor :R2 is connected as a load in the plate cir-. 
r'cuit A of th‘eJB .sectioniof tube V-2 throughfCS. This, 
added load, however, has negligible effect-upon the shape 

_ lor-amplitude of the output pulses. 

,_ is.already in a cut-oil state. 
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The ‘input‘isignal from the trigger circuit :to vthe binary 
counter appears across R27 as a succession of positive 
and negative pulses. Only the negative pulses ‘produce 
countingacticnin this-stage. A negativeépulse is applied 
to the succeeding binary stage, for every two negative ' 
input ‘pulses applied vto the ?rst binary stage. 'These 
Eccles-‘Jordan ?ipe?op circuits operate ‘in the following 
manner: ‘ . ‘ 

‘Tube V-3 is ordinarily ‘set so that at'the beginningof 
the count the A half is conducting current and theI'B half 
is in a cut-01f state. ‘When‘a positive vpulse appears across 
resistor ‘R27, the. potential on both A and B grids ,rises. 
The rise in potential on theA grid tendsto increaseithe 
current in this half, and has ‘little effect since the tube 
is already conducting. The ‘rise in potential‘ of the B 
grid is limited by the currentin the A grid :that is ‘drawn 
through resistors R26 and R27.' The‘B ‘grid. remains 
below the cut-off value andthe B half remains in acut 
oil state. _As a result,,nothing occurs whenpositive pulses 
are applied to the binary. 
Whena negative pulse is applied, the‘A‘ and jBgrids 

,drop in potential. Nothing occurs in the B;half since it 
However, the voltage, ap 

plied to the Agrid reduces the current in the A‘triode. 
The reduction in the current'jlessen the voltage drop 
.across resistor R23, and hence the anodepotential of 
the iAhalf rises, a changethat is transmitted to the grid 
of the B halfthrough capacitor C13 and resistorjRZl. ' 
This change produces a rise in the potential. of the Be 
grid which 'isLgreater than the cut-off voltagertbecause 

‘.of the amplifying action of the A section). ‘As the ‘B 
half is now conducting current, a voltage drop occurs 

. across resistor R22. .This voltage drop is coupled to the 
-A .gridby means 50f capacitor C14 and ‘resistor R25 
thereby reducing the potential of the B anode. , The drop 
at the .Agridcauses thecurrent .in the A half to. diminish 
iturtheryand ‘the action ‘continues ‘until the Asection is 
in a cut-elf condition and-the 1B section is conducting. 
Since no currentiis passingithrough theA half, the poten 
tial at the A anode *ris'esj nearly ‘to-the supply voltage. 
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This voltage rise causes a neon-lamp indicator 99-1 to 
glow as an indication of this occurrence. The voltage 
rise also produces a corresponding rise in the B grid po 
tential which is coupled to a tube V-4 of the next binary 
stage through a capacitor C15. Because of the rapid 
charging of capacitor C15 through the resistor corre 
sponding to R27 in the next binary stage, a sharp positive 
pulse occurs across the latter, and has no eifect on the 
next binary. 
A second positive pulse, as a result of the second bill 

appearing in the light beam, is applied to resistor R27 
by the trigger circuit through capacitor C25. This posi 
tive pulse has no effect on the circuit as indicated previ 
ously. The subsequent negative pulse now has a similar 
e'ifect as the previous negative pulse except that the B 
half is the conducting triode and the A half is in a cut 
off position. The result is again to interchange the con 
ducting and cut-cit positions. The anode potential of 
the A section drops as the A section conducts, thereby 
extinguishing the neon lamp 99-1. The voltage drop 
across resistor R23 is coupled to the tube V-4 next binary 
stage through capacitor C15, and this negative pulse 
makes it respond in the same way as the ?rst binary stage. 

it will be noted that it required the passage of two 
bills through the light beam to produce one drop in 
voltage across capacitor C15; that is, the passage of each 
bill through the light beam results in the output of a 
positive and negative pulse by the trigger circuit, but two 
negative pulses from the trigger circuit are required to 
produce a single negative output pulse from the ?rst 
binary stage. As discussed in explaining the previous 
binary stage, the positive pulse has no e?ect, while the 
negative one interchanges the conducting and cut-oil? 
positions. Tube V-4 also goes through its cycle with 
two incoming negative pulses producing one negative 
output pulse. Hence, it takes four negative pulses ap 
plied to the input of tube V-3 to produce one negative 
output pulse of tube V-=t-. Similarly, it take 8 negative 
input pulses to produce a similar cycle in tube V-S, 16 
negative pulses to produce this effect in tube V-6, 32 
for tube V-7, 64 for tube V-8, and 128 for tube V-9. 
As will be shown in the section on the indicator circuit, 

it is desired that the condition of the tube V-10 in the 
last binary stage, be such that the A half is in a cut-011 
condition (neon indicator lamp 99-128 lit) when the 
count is correct. This condition occurs as the result of 
the negative pulse received from tube V-9 on the 128th 
count. If the light beam is interrupted after the 128th 
count is reached, a pulse will be produced by the trigger 
circuit which will be applied in the usual manner to tube 
V-3, causing it to indicate a count of one. This pulse, 
however, can not change the indication of the last stage 
through the operation of the binary counter. Therefore 
a smaller pulse is also applied through capacitor C27 in 
series with resistor R46 to the B grid of V-10. The 
positive part of the pulse has no e?ect as the B section 
is conducting. However, the negative pulse causes dim 
inution of the current in the B half, and reversal of the 
V-lt) stage, just as if a second pulse had been received 
from ‘ti-9. This reverses the action of V-10 (A section 
conducting B section in cut-o? state). The resulting 
indicator action is described in the next section. 

Except as a result of the 128th count, the A half of 
V-ltl is conducting and the B half is in a cut-0E state. 
The positive pulses from C27 which are applied during 
each count to the B grid of V-10 are too small to cause 
a rise above the cut-off level. The negative pulses will 
have no e?ect since this half is in a cut-o? state. For 
this reason nothing happens to V-10 as a result of the 
pulses before the 128th pulse reverses the conducting 
and cut-oft positions. However, if a pulse does occur 
after the 128th count and the B section is conducting, 
then the negative pulse from the capacitor C27 applied to 
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the grid of the B section causes the B section to stop con- 
ducting and the A section to conduct. 
When each count is begun, the reset relay R opens its 

contact 1 momentarily disconnecting the cathode of each 
half of the binary tubes that should be in a cut-off state. 
Since the correct count for a packet is not 128 but 102 
(100 bills plus 2 wrapping sheets), the reset relay is so 
connected that the con?guration of the binary stages is 
the one that appears at the count of 26. The 102 addi 
tional counts then produce the e?fect of the 128th count. 
The indicator stage, V-ll, is controlled by a Schmitt 

type trigger circuit of the same type as V-2. Ordinarily 
the A section is conducting and the B half is in a cut-o? 
state. When the A grid of tube V-10 goes negative as 
a result of the correct (128) count, the A grid of tube 
V-ll, being connected to grid A of tube V-10 through 
resistor R24, goes negative. The result is that the A 
section goes to a cut-off condition and B section noww 
conducts. As the current flows through the B section 
the indicator relay IR is energized as will be described in 
connection with Figure 12. This closes a contact in the 
indicator vane circuit; its action is described in the indi- 
cator portion of the section on “Operation of the control 
circuit.” As explained therein, the indicator vane tilts 
as a result of a correct count, and allows the packet to 
fall into the “Correct” chute. If a count occurs after the 

_ correct count and the B section of V-l0 is made non 
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conducting, the A half of V-11 conducts and the B half 
comes to a cut-o? state. As the current ceases to ?ow 
through the B section of the tube V-11, and hence, 
through the indicator relay coil, the coil opens the con~ 
tact and the vane will not be allowed to tilt. 

Operation of the control circuit 

Under initial conditions the limit switch SL-1 is closed. 
When the main power switch SW-1 is closed, current 
passes through the constant voltage transformer CVT and 
energizes the exciter lamp, the electronic circuits, and 
the D.-C. power supply. Operation of the ready button 
RB energizes the relay 3 which maintans itself through its 
contact and connects the power supply to the control cir 
cuit and the air compressor motor CM. f the seiector 
switch AM is in the automatic position, that is, closed, 
the vfollowing sequence of events occurs. 
When a strap is present in the input trough closing the 

strap switch TS and the turntable is in the starting position 
closing limit switch SL-Z, the feeder solenoid PM is 
energized through contact 1 of motor relay MR, limit 
switch SL-2 and the snarl switch SS. The feeder mecha 
nism is actuated and a strap is presented to the jaws 31 
and 32. As the strap is pushed toward the jaws the feeder 
switch FS is closed and the relay L is energized. This 
relay closes its contact 1 and opens its contact 2. he 
closed contact maintains relay L through switch Sir-1 and 
energizes the motor relay MR and the timing reiay TRZA 
through contact 1 of relay TRZZ. The opening of contact 
L-2 deenergizes the relay LA which, however, is main 
tained for several seconds by the discharge of condenser 
C1 through resistors R57 and R19 relay The 
reason for this will be explained further on in the discus 
sion. 

The energization of relay MR closes its contact 2, opens its contacts 1 and 3. The opening or” contact 3 and 

closing of contact 2 disconnects the turntable motor TM 
from the D.-C. bralc'ng voltage, supplied by 6.3-volt 
transformer secondary TS-l shown in Figure ll and the 
recti?er 113, and transfers it to the power line. The open 
ing of contact 1 deenergizes the feeder solenoid circuit 
allowing the feeder mechanism to return, thus opening 
the ‘feeder switch. 
The relay TRZA, which was energized immediately 

upon the closing of the contact 1 of the relay L, closes 
its two contacts 1 and 2, contact 2 ‘being in the circuit of 
the counter relays CR1 and CR2 and contact 1 being in 
the clamp solenoid CS circuit. The clamp solenoid 
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andethernotor; are-{both energized: at the :same. time, but. 
since the solenoid has low inertia, the jaws will clamp. the, 
strap'hejore the turntable motorrjstarts to turn. . 
Dur'ng the?rst revolution of the motor the strap is 

wrapped around; the jaws 31 and 32. 
through thisrevolut-ion the. capacitor C1 has become suf?< 
cientlydischarged to deenergize the relayLA.‘ This 
closes'the LA coutactand energizes timingleiays T421 
and T112, These-relaysare time delay relays which are 
controlled by synchrcnousrrclocks. Therefore upon the 
closing 919th? LA contactthe clocks are ercr red but 
theicontacts are (not a?ected immediately. After a short 
delay, uandrprior. to the completion of the ?rst revolution, 
the contacts of relay TRl are actuated. This closes the 
TRl contacts in the CR1 and CRZcircuit thereby ener 
gizingn'these relays. ’ The CR2 contact 1 energizes the tim 
ing relay TRZB which closes its contact 1 to short-circuit 
the contactsrof the switch SL1. This contact must close 
before SL1 contacts are opened by rotation of the turn 
table in order/to maintain the relay L. The switch SLlis 
opened ‘just prior to the end of. each complete revolution 
for reasonsto be explained later. The closing of contact; 
loftheCRZ relay also momentarily/energizes the reset 
relay R by q?nnectingits coil to the EZS-yQltD-C. line 
through capacitor C5" and resistor R5. This allows the 
transient charging current of capacitor C5 to flow. The 
reset’ relay ,breaks the >l65-volt line to certain binary cath 
odes which have, beenrselec-teditos obtain the preset count 
of 26. The, opening of contact 2 of the TRZB relay 
deenergizes the air escape valve AR and, allows a ?ow of 
air 'to'air hose 63 for purposes already explained. Con 
tact 2 of CR2 removes, the effect of a by-p_ass;capacitor_, 
C3, on the trigger circuit'as previously described. The 
energizati'on of CR1 through the voperation of its contact 1 
transfers the coil of the indicator relay IR to the output 
circuit .of the. indicator tube V413. This will cause the 
vane to swing back to the reset position if’ the previous 
count had been correct. The closing. of-contact 20f CR1 
short-circuits the TRZA contact in the clamp magnet cir 
cuit for reasons to be explained later. ' 7 

Thus far a strap has been fed to the. jaws, the jaws 
clamped, the turntable motor energized, the turntable 
has made one complete revolution, and the counting cir 
cuits have been readied ‘for counting. 

During the next revolution the bills are counted. The , 
count‘concludes and one of three'conditions occurs: the 
count is de?cient, correct, or over the correct amount. 
A de?cient count produces no indicator action, a correct 
count energizes the indicator relay through the output 
of the indicator tube V-ll. 

IR contact 1 and closes the IR contact 72 in the indicator 
holding circuitl If the count is too large thecorrect indie 
cation 'is reversed before the vane hasihad time ‘to tilt. 
Toward the end of the second revolution-when the 

count is completed, the timing relay TRZv is actuated by 
its synchronous clock. This opens the IR; contact in 
theTRZA circuit and deenergizes this relay. The TRZA 
contact 1 opens in the clamp’ solenoid circuit which, ‘how 
ever, is maintained for an instant more‘tku'oughcontact 2 
of the CR1 relay. Contact 2 of TRZA opens the count-v 
ing relay circuit which deenergizes CR1 and CR2. The 
deenergization of the counting relays opens contact 1 of 
CR2 and disconnects the reset relay R which allows the 
capacitorCS todischarge through resistor R3 preparing ' 
this circuit for the next ‘counting cycle. ' Also contact? 
of CR2 short-circuits thecounter by groundingcapacito; 
C3. The opening of contact 1 of CR2 also removes the 
power from the TRZB circuit. After a delay determined 
by the discharge time of capacitor C34 through resistors 
R59 and R578,~and the coil of TRZB, TRZB ropensitsj-coné ' 
tact 1 in'the holdingcircuit of relay L. Thertiniefdelay 
provided by C34is necessary to maintain the short circuit, 
of SL1 since this switch isopened momentarily toward 
the endof each revolution. "Contact-1 of .TRZBOPQIS 
Vafter'SLI has been reelos’ed‘ at the beginning of the third 

About halfway, 

The actuation of the indii 
cator relay IR energizes thesorter solenoid’ SM through ' 

20 

. applied to the turntable motor and closes a centrist iii 
the‘ feeder solenoid circuit, the turntable coasts,ibeing 
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revolution rite-canteen of $112.8 energizes. ?zsair- a: 
cape-valve solenoid ,- shuttingio? the ?PW of air will? 
hose .631, ‘ ' 

Thedeenergizationof the counting relays also .tr‘ansters 
the indicator relay LR from tabs Vll'l td'its'hdl?i?s 
circuit whichis through contact 2 of vthe indicatoi‘ relay 
and resistor R1. During this transfer, the relay is main 
tain-ed ‘tithe-‘discharge bf capacitor C2 through the relay 
coil. Further the deenergization of CR1 opensthe'cin 
cuit to the clamp solenoid CS. It is necessary to have 
contact 1 of TRZA shunted by contact 2 of CRlbecause 
the time sequence. of the machine'is such that if only; 
TRZA acted .to‘deenerg'iize the clamp solenoid, and release 
the strap, .the'end .of the strap might pass through the 

' light beam beforethe CR1 relay had short-circuited-the 
counter. and thereby produce an incorrect count. HQW". 
ever, withlcofntact 2 of CR1 in the clamp solenoideir‘cuit 
the strap is :not'rreleased 'untilthe' counter is shor?circuited. 

during whichthestrap 1s‘ ejected. ‘The rotation. 

den; sin?contactl Qf TR‘ZB is. akéadi'. bpéli lb? 6??? 
ing/QfSI-II dssaergizes relay L which Qttélis sweet 1 

until-SL135 ‘Opened. toward the end of ?ietlii'rd mold?‘ 

and’ closes contact). The openingylof contaiit. lfde'eznef-i 
sizes the motor ~r'slayivhich causes direct. 'cilrtgni'tdh? 

retarded by. the are: current, to’ the feeding P981 .11 
which actuates, SL2, Thi__s_,applies power through’ the 
now closed MR ‘contact, '1_ and; the ‘snarl sWit'chWSS to 
the feeder .sdlenoitltFM and starts the next cycle- ‘ '\ 

Prior to this,'howeyer, when thefrelay L was'deener-_ 
audit élqsfedlqéjttact .2 mire LIA, sir'lévi? LA ?qbéleillersizcd audio vQneiiits' contactin‘ the :TR1 

' and TR2‘c' cuitc?ausi g 'these'two relays to befdeeiierk 
éiitedéiilfsilicetheserehys are .tlelayed'h‘y 3 610d? meshe 
nism it requires some time for than to return to' their 
starting sqilsiition-j 

energifz'atiqnpf bromine 9f SL1 aria thereénergiza 
tion of Lit “a new .cyple starts is only a‘fraetionbf'a 
second. _There_fore if’ the operation of LA_ were riot de 
layed'the. clock'meohanisms in TRland TRZ wouldijbe V 
energized before they had returned'to their startinigfposi 
tion's,‘ and these relays would operate at incorrect’itim'es 
duringthehnentcyele of operation. Therefore the ‘opera 
tionof _LA is delayed "to allow the clocks inTRl and-Z'TR-Z 
to .returntq'na?ing' position . . 

lithe r'switchds set to manual, depressing the 
manual start switch’ MSchas the same effect as iactuaté 
ingk he. feeder switch with a packet in position; that-is‘, 
it'initiates' the cycle‘by energizing the ‘relay L. ‘ ' 

If atfany time it is inecess‘aryl-‘tols'top the 'operationrof 
thenrnachinel without it ‘being necessary to ‘completely 
shut rthe?coilnt'ef off, the stopl'push button SB maybe 
actuated.’ This will open‘the circuitito therelayiB which 
will stop the"compriessor'inotor' CM and'disconnec't-thew 
relay and‘ vsolenoid circuits from the powersource'. ' 

‘ In'LFi‘gure 10 .‘is shown a modi?cationofthecounting 
systemrin which ,the jphototube assembly. is eliminated. 
A crystal ,pickup ‘Stylus 121. is located just atltheeasi, 
of thee-friction band 6,-1.7 Aseach notepasses the stylus 
the stylus iis moved, .causing thencrystal 122 lto .s out? voltage-:pslse' This. istfedto theflilbe V—.1Ti,i12?ié 
same-.niaunéfas the. pulses?frqm the ph'otdtube Y-D- 'T'The 
use“ or, the allot é1é¢trieass¢mbly is Winfred,- however’; 
to the .sr‘ystalltiqkup.assembly because the ‘imschanic?l 
inertia yofmthenstylus limits the rate at which accurate 
squnfing.nzay'be.doae.-- . . ~ 7 “ i ' " 

It bsarinarent that the sweetness shcun are 
only sxsnplarly’aadj that various .mocli?catitus sail he 
made. mention anslarransemsntlwithin the 5605s 
of our. .iarentibniaé ds??edin the amended claim; 

1. A- machine for determining the correctness, of'the 

, 'siisfthe reason forltheitirne delay- a 
in the LArelay circuit.’ The elapsed'time from the’de- . 
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number of bills in a strap, comprising clamping means 
for said strap, means for rotating said clamping means, 
means for wrapping said strap around said clamping 
means, means for successively releasing one end of the 
bills in said strap, means for producing a beam of light, 
light-sensitive means so positioned in the path of said 
beam of light that the released bills interrupt said beam 
of light, means connected to said light-sensitive means 
for producing an electric pulse due to each of said inter 
ruptions, means for counting said electric pulses, a cor 
rect-chute and a reject-chute means for releasing said 
strap to said chutes, and means for comparing the count 
registered by said means for counting with a predeter 
mined correct count, and sorting means actuated by said 
last-mentioned means for depositing said strap in the 
appropriate chute. 

2. A machine for determining the correctness of the 
number of bills in a strap comprising means for holding 
a number of straps, feeding means for said straps, turn 
table‘ means, clamping means on said turntable means 
for clamping one end of straps presented by said feeding 
means, means for rotating said turntable means, means 
for wrapping the clamped strap around the clamping 
means to offset stepwise the free ends of the bills of said 
clamped strap, means for successively releasing the off 
set ends of the bills, means for directing a stream of 
air against the released bills, means for producing a sharp 
ly de?ned beam of light, photoelectric means positioned 
in the path of said beam of light, said last two men 
tioned means being so positioned that the beam of light 
is interrupted by the released bills, means controlled by 
said photoelectric means for producing an electric pulse 
in response to each of said interruptions, counting means 
for tabulating the number of said interruptions. 

3. A machine for counting the number of bills in a 
strap comprising trough means for holding a number of 
straps, feeding means for said straps, turntable means 
for rotating said straps, clamping means on said turn 
table means for clamping straps presented to said clamp 
ing means by said feeding means, means for initiating 
rotation of said turntable means subsequent to the clamp— 
ing of said strap, friction band means for Wrapping the 
clamped strap around the clamping means during the 
?rst revolution of said turntable to oifset stepwise the 
free ends of said bills in said strap, knife-edge means 
for successively releasing the offset ends of the individual 
bills during the second rotation of said turntable, hose 
means for directing a stream of air against the released 
bills for quickly separating the released bills from the 
remainder of said strap, means for producing a sharply 
de?ned beam of light, light-sensitive means positioned 
in the path of said beam of light, said last two men 
tioned means being so positioned that the beam of light 
is completely interrupted by the released bills, means con 
trolled by said light-sensitive means for producing an 
electric pulse upon each of said interruptions, counting 
means for tabulating the number of said interruptions, 
sorting means positioned by said counting means in ac 
cordance with the results of the count and means for 
opening said clamping means subsequent to the position 
ing of said sorting means. 

4. A machine for automatically counting the num 
ber of bills in a strap, comprising clamping means for 
said strap, means for rotating said clamping means, means 
for wrapping said strap around said clamping means, 
means for successively releasing the bills in said strap, 
said last-mentioned means comprising a stylus and a 
crystal actuated by said stylus for producing electrical 
pulses as each bill is released, counting means coupled 
to said releasing means for tabulating the number of 
pulses, and indicator means coupled to said counting 
means for indicating a count. 

5. A machine for determining the correctness of the 
number of bills in a strap, comprising clamping means 
for said strap, means for rotating said clamping means, 
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means‘for wrapping said strap around said clamping 
means, means for‘ successively releasing the bills in said 
strap, said last-mentioned means comprising a stylus and 
a crystal actuated by said stylus for producing electrical 
pulses as each bill is released, counting means for tabu 
lating the number of pulses, a correct-chute and a reject 
chute and means for comparing the number of bills in 
said strap with a predetermined correct number, and 
sorting means actuated by said last-mentioned means for 
depositing said strap in the appropriate chute. 

6. A machine for determining the number of sheets in 
a packet, comprising a ?rst means for counting the sheets 
in said packet, a correct-chute and a reject-chute, a sec‘ 
ond means for comparing said count with a predeter 
mined number, sorting means initially positioned to de 
posit said packet in said reject-chute, means responsive 
to said second means to position said sorting means to 
deposit said packet in said correct-chute When said second 
means indicates that the count agrees with said predeter 
mined number, and means for presenting said packet to 
said sorting means. 

7. A machine for automatically counting sheets of 
material in a packet, comprising means for separately 
and successively releasing one end of said sheets, means 
for producing an electrical pulse for each released sheet, 
a counter having a de?nite number of counting stages, 
said counter being responsive to said pulses to increase the 
count on said counter on receiving each pulse, the num 
ber of stages in said counter determining the highest count 
that can be indicated by said counter, means coupled 
to said counter for setting said counter to a predetermined 
count before initiation of the counting cycle, means re< 
sponsive to actuation for a predetermined interval of the 
last stage of said counter to produce a control function, 
sorting means responsive to the control function for sort 
ing the packet and means for presenting said packet to 
said sorting means after termination of said count. 

8. A machine for counting the sheets of material in a 
packet, comprising means for rilding the packet to release 
the sheets separately and successively, a beam of light, 
light-sensitive means positioned the path of said beam 
of light for producing an output signal when the intensity 
of said light ‘beam varies, said light-sensitive means so 
positioned that said released sheets vary the intensity of 
said beam of light, counting means coupled to said light 
sensitive means for tabulating the number of output sig 
nals from said light-sensitive means; means for setting up 
a predetermined count condition, and means for deter 
mining When the count reached by said counting means 
is equal to the predetermined condition. 

9. The invention according to claim 8 in which there 
is provided means responsive to said last-mentioned means 
for indicating when the count is equal to the predeter 
mined number. 

10. A machine for counting the sheets of material in 
a packet, comprising means for rifiiing the packet to re 
lease the sheets separately and successively, means for 
counting the released sheets, means, including means for 
directing a stream of air against the released sheets, for 
positively presenting the released sheets to said counting 
means, means for establishing a predetermined count con 
dition, and means for comparing the count registered by 
said means for counting with the predetermined condition. 

ll. A machine for counting the sheets of material in 
a packet comprising clamping means for said packet, 
means for rotating said clamping means, means in juxta 
position With said clamping means for wrapping said 
packet around said clamping means, means including said 
rotating means for successively releasing the sheets from 
the Wrapped-around position, means for registering a 
count of the released sheets, means for establishing a 
predetermined physical condition representative of a count 
number and means for comparing the registration of said 
count with said condition. 

12. A machine for determining the correctness of the 
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numbswfibills in’? Strap 'commisinamw f9: ri?iingi 
thle'fs'tpr'yap was to releaseilthe'hillsseparatelyi andisucvcesé 
sively, meansffor counting‘the released bills, a correct~ 
chute and areject-chute, means for releasing said strap to 
said ‘chutes, means for automatically comparing'gthe count 
registei'e'd; by said means. for counting witha' predeter 
mined correct count, and sorting means Vactu'atedby'said 
last-mentioned means for depositing said strapfin the 
appropn'ate chute. ' . 7 

‘'13. The invention according toclaim l2 in which the 
means.,_for counting comprises means foiipro'ducing a 
beam or?vlight,light-sensitive means in the path'ofsaid 
heam’of'light for producing an output signal when the 
intensity of said ‘beam of light isvan'ed, said lightisensi 
{life means‘ being sol-positioned’ that said, released vbills in 
teri'uptfsaid‘beamof li'ght, meansr'e'sponsive' to the output 
signal from ‘said', lightlsen‘sitive means I for producing‘ an 
electric pulse in response’ to each of said interruptions, 
a?dfmeans? responsive to said. pulses for tabulating the 
number of said interruptions. ‘ ' 
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